
INTRODUCTION 

Sport is a social event, and as such, it cannot be
analyzed outside of a society. Accordingly, sport is
what modern society makes it. Violence has seeped
into our everyday life. It is no coincidence that cer-
tain researchers mention “daily violence”. Viole-
nce is expanding due to the mass-media, by means
of which is enters our homes. 

Registered sport is an integral component of
our everyday life and it is almost a logical conclu-
sion that it is not immune to aggression and vio-
lence which usually leads to a negative outcome. 

Violence in sport has become a world-wide
problem present on almost all the continents. 

DEFINING VIOLENCE IN SPORT
In sport it is customary for unfriendly and

aggressive behavior to be called violence, which
leads us to speak of viewer violence, violence in
the field (violent actions during a game, mutual
verbal or physical attacks among the players), the
violence of parents and/or the coach against child

athletes, violence against sports umpires, violence
against sports journalists and the like. One should
bear in mind that all of the victims of violence
could at another point be perpetrators, and at yet
another, the victims of violence. These roles
change depending on the context, influence of the
situation, the personality factor, the activities in the
field, the course of the concrete training or com-
petitive process. 

The terms aggression and violence in sport are
most frequently used as synonyms, but a differ-
ence must be made between aggressive and so-
called assertive behavior. 

Assertive behavior in sport includes a firm,
decisive, strong game in which the players use
legal means in order to achieve an aim. For this
reason, assertive behavior is an essential compo-
nent of success in sport. Aggression in sport is
behavior which lies outside the rules of the game
of sport, and which is deliberately aimed at hurting
or injuring the other participants, irrespective of
whether at the core of this behavior we find the
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desire to achieve a certain aim (instrumental or
“good aggression”), or to cause pain and hurt
someone else (hostile or “bad aggression”).

Violence means aggressive behavior with a par-
ticular aim in mind. Some forms of sport such as
volleyball, basketball, soccer, and baseball can
contain an aggressive tactic, but eventually actual
violence will expand beyond the limits of the rules
of sports competitions. Contact sports such as:
American football, rugby, boxing and wrestling
contain a certain level of physical violence, but
include limitations and penalties for excessive use
of force. A high level of violence, the kind that
takes place during a physical fight (boxing), can
occur as something that is contrary to the rules of
the game, but could still be expected or even val-
ued in a certain way (effort). Actually, even when
an activity is violent and outside the rules of the
game, it could still be an acceptable and expected
part of the game. The level of acceptability of vio-
lence outside the rules of the game can be based on
cultural patterns or gender differences or could be
related to the history of the development of sport.
Irrespective of which part of defining violence in
sport we are dealing with, the analysis of all the
aspects of violence must include the behavior of all
the participants in the sports event: the players, the
fans, the spectators and the relatives of all those
who are indirectly included in the sports event. 

Starting from the definition of aggression
(Baron & Richardson,1994) “as any form of
behavior whose only aim is to do damage or harm
to another human being which is motivated to
avoid this type of treatment”, what we consider
violence in sport is every use of illegal means or
excessive force, in any form, on the part of the ath-
letes, coaches, umpires, parents, spectators and
other participants in sports or those involved in it
(staring from the preliminaries, competitions,
judging and reconstruction, to their media cover-
age), which harms those who are taking part in the
sports event. 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF VIOLENCE 
We could say that the overall violence that is

present in sport in the widest sense can be divided
into two main categories: explicit (visible at first
sight and obvious) and non-explicit violence
(invisible at first sight and less conspicuous). Each
of these categories has several forms in which it

manifests itself, and which cannot be classified
into a limited and predetermined number of sub-
categories, since each day new forms occur which
did not exist before and which appear in various
sports, but are most frequently to be found in col-
lective sports, primarily in the case of sports
games.  

Explicit violence is usually expressed as physi-
cal violence (hitting, tripping, slapping, pulling
ears, punishment through additional exercise, bod-
ily harm, fights) and can be recognized in the
immediate influence it has on the human body
(causing injuries of various types and significant
load on the body), which might lead to more
severe damage to the entire health status. Physical
violence, then, means the dissolution of the
anatomical-physiological unity and the usual oper-
ating method of the human body. 

The range of physical violence is relatively
wide: from causing light bodily harm to its ulti-
mate form – murder. Graver physical violence is
easily noted and recognized on the basis of the data
gathered during a medical exam. 

Physical violence in various forms is something
that all those involved in sport can resort to, but
today it is widespread in the behavior of fans and
athletes. There is no sport, or sports discipline and
competition, without the fans. Where we find fans,
there we find violence which in a way is aestheti-
cized as “violence in sport”. Excessive and violent
behavior of the fans in certain types of sport is
especially prominent today. 

The aggressive behavior of fans today unites
quite often both physical and psychological vio-
lence. It even has a specific name and ways of
expression – hooliganism. “Hooliganism repre-
sents a certain manifestation of social violence
which cannot be explained as interpersonal inter-
action which is marked by aggression. This type of
behavior is usually linked to the fans as organized
groups related to various sports, mostly team
sports, such as soccer, basketball, handball and the
like. In this sense hooliganism can be defined as an
occurrence which consists of vandalism, and sys-
tematic and organized types of aggression of
young fans, which are aimed against similar
opposing groups within and outside the stadium”.
(Roversi & Balestri, 2000). The athletes who par-
ticipate in individual sports today, in comparison
to the period just before the end of the last century,
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are more and more often the perpetrators of vio-
lence. This violence is usually directed against the
opposing team, but it is not rare that the violence is
aimed against the judges, even against the players
of the fans’ own teams. They usually resort to vio-
lence with the aim of frightening their opponents.
This type of behavior could also be a part of the
strategy developed on the part of the coach or the
players themselves. The parents of athletes, even
though that is a rare occurrence, sometimes bec-
ome aggressive and use violence against the coa-
ches, the players of the opposing teams, and other
parents. Some scare their children or punish them
because they did not fulfill their expectations. 

Non-explicit violence is the kind of violence
that does not have an obvious physical manifesta-
tion or which is derived from explicit violence. It
is most often qualified as psychological violence
which influences the psyche of the participants in
sport. This type of violence is very difficult to
determine since it does not always have clearly
visible consequences and reactions which might
indicate its presence. It is, considering its many
manifestations, to be found even more often than
physical violence. This type of violence includes
mockery, humiliation, insults, the use of swear
words and name calling, inciting to unethical and
unsporting behavior, high expectations, constant
criticism and the like. 

Taking into consideration the various sources
which inform us about sports events and sport in
general (the press, TV, and the internet) we can,
based on the different examples which represent
various types of violence, create the following
classification of violence in sport, which is cer-
tainly not exhaustive. 

- According to type of manifestation

- According to focus

- According to the participants (perpetrators)
- According to the victims 
- According to the causes  
- According to the location in question 
- According to type of manifestation
- Physical violence 
- Psychological violence 
- According to focus 

1.According to the athletes

1) one’s team members 
2) members of the opposing team
3) fans 

4) coaches 
5) members of the club management   
6) sponsors  
7) the media 
8) members of political groups  
9) regular citizens  
10) members of criminal groups  

2. According to the judges

1) athletes  
2) members of the club management  
3) the fans 
4) the media 

3. According to club representatives 

1) athletes 
2) fans 
3) members of political groups 
4) sponsors  
5) the media  

4. According to the fans

1) the athletes 
2) opposing athletes  
3) law enforcement officials  
4)  the media  

5. According to regular citizens 

1) the fans  
6. According to law enforcement officials

1) the fans 
2) the athletes  

7. According to the media representatives

1) the fans  
2) athletes  
3) club management representatives  

According to the participants (perpetrators)
- the athletes 
- the fans 
- the club representatives 
- law enforcement officials 
- the media 
- the sponsors
- members of criminal groups
- the parents 

According to the victims 
- athletes 
- judges 
- members of the club management 
- the fans 
- law enforcement officials 
- representatives of the media 
- regular citizens 
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According to the cause 
Caused by conflicts which originated during a
sports manifestations 
Caused by conflicts which originated outside the
sports manifestation 
Caused by conflicts which originated outside of
sport 
According to the location 

- at sports settings – stadiums 
- outside of sports settings 

The manifestation of violent behavior
Violence in sport, as we have already men-

tioned, can take various forms, and the activities
themselves can also be quite varied: 

- insulting 
- intimidation and threats 
- initiation (ritual violence)
- blackmail
- kidnapping 
- doping 
- trade 
- fights 
- physical harassment 
- hooliganism 
- murder 

CONCLUSION 

Based on all of the above, we can conclude that
violence in sport is a very complex occurrence
which takes various forms. Violence in sport has
always been and always will be a key ingredient of
and manifestation of violence in social life in gen-
eral. The causes and reasons for its presence are
also linked to social and cultural values, and to a
great extent depend on the set goals of the individ-
ual, but more so on social groups and society as a
whole. 

Setting wrong goals, from the ethical point of
view, can lead to various social deviations, even in
sport as a social activity. This is why we have sit-
uations in sport when behavior which is otherwise
forbidden by law is not only allowed, but encour-
aged or even required (in boxing or in other con-
tact sports): deliberate or accidental negligence
(the so-called “sliding starts” in soccer); the delib-
erate cause of grievous bodily harm, (as is the case
in boxing); planning to commit murder and being
an accomplice in it (coaches, club owners); incit-
ing to commit grievous bodily injury and murder
(umpires who only follow the “rules of the game”)

– all these are types of behavior which are serious-
ly punished in everyday life and which are a legal
and legitimate part of the “sports fight”.

Sports competitions have by their very nature
started to resemble war. Practically speaking, they
mimic war clashes. This is also indicated by the
expressions that dominate sport: opponent, victory,
defeat, attack, defense, counter-attack, charge, line
of defense, attack strategy, breaking the opponents
line of defense , developing lines of attack, provid-
ing support for the fans, taking out the opponents’
head player by means of constant charges and forc-
ing him to retreat, huddling in rank, holding the
lines of defense, creating panic in the enemy’s
lines, striking an opponent in such a way that he
cannot recover, incapacitating the fighting ranks,
forcing the opponent to retreat to his territory,
destroying the opponent’s game, breaking the
opponent’s moral, brining him to his knees, beat-
ing him to the end, forcing him to surrender,
destroying his desire to fight, to cowardly give in,
to be defeated heroically defending one’s goal line,
fighting to the end, preparing for the deciding
charge… Scoring a point in basketball or a goal in
soccer represents the defeat of those who are
defending the goal, with the scored points symbol-
ically representing the value of the bounty that has
been won. Each attack is a fight, each game a war,
in which whoever was able to win in the greatest
number of struggles and in this way claim the
greatest number of points (the greater bounty)
wins.
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Apstrakt

Sportot e op{testvena pojava, i kako takov, nevozmo`no e da se sogle-
duva nadvor od bilo koe op{testvo. Spored toa, sportot e takov kakvo
{to e sovremenoto op{testvo. Vo na{iot sekojdneven `ivot navleglo
nasilstvoto. Ne e ni malku slu~ajno {to oddelni istra`uva~i, s# pove-
}e zboruvaat za ,,nasilstvoto na sekojdnevieto”. Nasilstvoto svojata
ekspanzija ja do`ivuva blagodarenie na mas-mediumite, so ~ija pomo{
navleguva vo na{ite domovi. Registriraniot sport e sostaven del na
na{eto sekojdnevie, taka {to logi~ene e zaklu~okot deka toj ne e imun
od agresivnosta i nasilstvoto, koi ~esto imaat tragi~en zavr{etok.
Ve}e samiot jazik so koj se slu`at komentatorite, pretstavuva zagaden
jazik na nasilstvoto: pobeda, poraz, napad, otpor na protivnikot, ras-
turawe na protivnikot i sli~no. Po{iroko razgleduvano, nasilstvoto
vo sportot e sostaven del i izraz na nasilstvoto vo op{testveniot
`ivot vo celina, osobeno na nasilstvoto kako pozastapen najefikasen
oblik na komunikaciite me|u poedinecot i grupata {to ~esto jasno
doa|a do izraz  tokmu vo sportot kako svoeviden op{testven rezervat
za nasilstvoto.  

Klu~ni zborovi: op{testvo mas-mediumi, agresivnost, 
komunikaci, naviva~i, politri~ki grupi
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